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TOPICS

• Thanks for Feedback!
• Brief Updates
• Walkthrough of Changes
• Banner 9 Sharepoint
• Training Materials (Advisor & Student)
BANNER 9 UPDATES

• Faculty Grading Tutorials
  • Videos were updated to reflect new navigation (Thank you, Sara M.!) 
  • Working on new tutorial videos for Class List

• Concise Student Schedule
  • Advisor view no longer available
  • Requested custom extensibility page to be built to display that information.
  • Workaround in EAB (steps on Sharepoint)
BANNER 9 UPDATES

• Look Up Classes – Student View
  • Requested custom page to be built to display this information

• Advisee Grade Summary
  • Requested custom page to be built to display this information
  • Workaround in EAB (steps on Sharepoint)
Welcome, Brian Adam Dusel, to Self Service Columbia

**Faculty**

- **Faculty Course Information**
  - View Class Lists, Week at a Glance

- **Faculty Grade Entry**
  - Enter Grades Manually or in Batch

- **Blackboard**
  - USC’s Learning Management System

- **Faculty Resources**
  - Additional information, links, and instructions for faculty

**Advisors**

- **Advisee Search**
  - Student Profile, Academic Transcript, Registration History, View Grades, Advisor Transactions

- **Advising Database**
  - (Undergraduates Only) Student Files, FERPA Release Form, Advisor Training and Certification

- **DegreeWorks**
  - Degree Audit, What If Scenarios, Look Ahead Feature

- **EAB**
  - Appointment Scheduling, Advisement Records, Predictive Analytics Tools

- **MyUSC Experience Records**
  - Student educational experiences outside the classroom

- **Course Schedule Searches**
  - Browse Classes, Enhanced Schedule Search, Schedule Planner (Guest Mode)

- **Transfer Equivalencies**
  - Transfer Course Equivalencies, Home to Home Course Equivalencies, Institutional Equivalencies, Military Equivalencies

- **Major Maps Repository**
  - Provides a suggested course sequence to ensure a clear path to graduation

**Additional Resources**

- **Academic Bulletins**
  - Official documents of record concerning academic courses, programs, and regulations

- **Academic Calendar**
  - Fall, Spring and Summer Calendars

- **Withdrawal and Refund Deadlines**
  - View withdrawal and refund deadlines.

- **Final Exams**
  - View final exam dates and times.
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**BANNER 9 WALKTHROUGH & FAQ**
UAC SHAREPOINT – BANNER 9 SITE

**Banner 9 Update - Advisor Information**

On February 11, 2024, the University of South Carolina will finalize the transition to Banner 9. This transition has been an extensive process, starting with its initial phase in 2019. As we approach the completion of this project, it is crucial for academic advisors to be informed about the changes that will occur in Banner/Self Service Carolina, both aesthetically and functionally.

*** This is a live resource and will be updated as needed ****

Please post questions in the Advising Technology Channel of the UAC ALL Team
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**What's the Difference Between Banner 8 and Banner 9?**

Banner 8 and Banner 9 are both versions of a comprehensive software suite developed by Ellucian, designed primarily for higher education institutions. These systems are widely used for a variety of administrative functions on our campus such as student information and financial aid.

Here are the key differences between Banner 8 (also known as Banner INB) and Banner 9:

- **User Interface**: The most noticeable difference is in the user interface. Banner 9 features a more modern, web-based interface that is more
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TRAINING RESOURCES

• Updates coming soon!
• Revisions to both advisor-facing and student-facing videos & PDFs
• Student Advising Resources link on Student side of Self Service
BANNER LOAD TESTING

• Advisors can help test our registration system to provide valuable feedback to DoIT!
• March 1st, 3:30-4:15pm
• Extensive guidance will be provided!